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WASDE update: Tighter US grain balances
The USDA’s latest WASDE report was constructive for grain markets
with US ending stocks for corn, soybeans and wheat all coming in
below expectations. Global balances were less supportive, with stocks
mostly in line or above market expectations

US corn balance tightens
The USDA revised US corn production estimates lower by around 200m bushels to 13.73b bushels
for 2022/23. This revision lower was primarily due to lower acreage. Both domestic and export
demand were lowered, which saw total use lowered by 185m bushels. However, weaker demand
was not enough to offset lower supply. US ending stocks for 2022/23 were reduced from 1.26b
bushels to 1.24b bushels, which was also below market expectations of around 1.31b bushels. In
addition to these supportive WASDE numbers, the USDA also released its quarterly grain stocks
report yesterday, which showed that US corn stocks stood at 10.8b bushels on 1 December 2022,
down 7% year-on-year and also below what the market was expecting.

The global corn balance saw a marginal tightening. 2022/23 global ending stocks were lowered
from 298.4mt to 296.4mt. Meanwhile, the market was expecting a number closer to 298mt. Lower
opening stocks and revisions lower to global production numbers were the reasons for the lower
ending stocks. Global corn production estimates were lowered to 1,156mt (-5.9mt) with poor
weather conditions in both Argentina (-3mt) and Brazil (-1mt). Meanwhile, global demand
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estimates were also revised down to 1,165.5mt from 1,170.6mt.

Corn supply/demand balance

Source: USDA, ING Research

US soybean stocks below expectations
The USDA decreased production estimates for US soybean by 70m bushels to 4.28b bushels
because of lower yields. Yield estimates were cut from 50.2 bushels/acre to 49.5 bushels/acre.
Lower output and little change in demand meant that 2022/23 ending stocks were cut from 220m
bushels to 210m bushels. This was a surprise for the market, with expectations that ending stocks
would exceed 230m bushels. As for the separate quarterly grains report, the USDA reported that
soybean inventories on 1 December 2022 stood at 3.02b bushels – 4% lower YoY. This was also
lower than the more than 3.3b bushels expected.

However, the global soybean balance saw some easing. The USDA revised up its 2022/23 global
ending stocks from 102.7mt to 103.5mt, largely due to higher beginning stocks. Expectations in
the lead-up to the report were for ending stocks to come in below 102mt. The increase comes
despite expectations of lower global output. This was driven by Argentina, where crop estimates
were reduced by 4mt to 45.4mt, due to lower area and early season heat and dry weather
conditions.
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Soybean supply/demand balance

Source: USDA, ING Research

Fewer surprises for wheat
The USDA decreased its US wheat ending stock estimates for 2022/23 from 571m bushels to 567m
bushels as higher domestic use offset the sharp rise in beginning stocks. The number came in
below the 580m bushels expected. Output estimates were left unchanged.

There were two other USDA releases which were also important for the wheat market. Firstly, the
quarterly grains report showed that US wheat stocks stood at 1.28b bushels on 1 December 2022,
down 7% YoY and also below the 1.34m bushels expected. Secondly, the winter wheat and canola
seedings report from the USDA estimates the 2023 winter wheat area at 37m acres, up 11% YoY
and also above the roughly 34.5m acres expected. This appears to have been enough to dampen
some of the more bullish numbers in the other two reports. Although, it is important to note that
crop progress reports at the end of last year showed that the condition of this planted US winter
wheat was not great. 

Looking at the global market, the USDA left both production and demand estimates largely
unchanged. Global ending wheat stocks for 2022/23 increased slightly from 267.3mt to 268.4mt,
leaving it slightly above market expectations of around 268mt.
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Wheat supply/demand balance

Source: USDA, ING Research
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